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Chinese Thought - Roel Sterckx 2019-02-07
How did the ancient Chinese think about the world? Why are human rights as a concept so controversial in
China? What does environmental consciousness stand for in the Chinese tradition? Where does China's
obsession with education come from? What gets lost in translation in the Chinese language? We are often
told that the twenty-first century is bound to become China's century. Never before has Chinese culture
been so physically, digitally, economically or aesthetically present in everyday life in the Western world. In
this enlightening book, Roel Sterckx takes us through centuries of Chinese history, with evocative examples
from philosophy, politics and everyday life. A deeply knowledgeable expert who has been studying the
country's culture and language for years, Sterckx is the perfect guide who can show us how the ancient
Chinese have shaped the thinking of a civilization that is now influencing our own.
Narcissus and Goldmund - Hermann Hesse 1993
"Narcissus and Goldmund "is the story of a passionate yet uneasy friendship between two men of opposite
character. Narcissus, an ascetic instructor at a cloister school, has devoted himself solely to scholarly and
spiritual pursuits. One of his students is the sensual, restless Goldmund, who is immediately drawn to his
teacher's fierce intellect and sense of discipline. When Narcissus persuades the young student that he is
not meant for a life of self-denial, Goldmund sets off in pursuit of aesthetic and physical pleasures, a path
that leads him to a final, unexpected reunion with Narcissus.
Spiritual Enlightenment:: The Damnedest Thing - Jed McKenna 2009-11-25
A MASTERPIECE of illuminative writing, Spiritual Enlightenment: The Damnedest Thing is mandatory
reading for anyone following a spiritual path. Part exposé and part how-to manual, this is the first book to
explain why failure seems to be the rule in the search for enlightenment, and how the rule can be broken. ::
Book One of Jed McKenna's Enlightenment Trilogy. Contains Bonus Material.
Demian by Hermann Hesse - Hermann Hesse 2019-01-16
The stories Hesse tells appeal to young people, because they keep faith with the powerful emotions of
adolescence, which most adults forget or outgrow. As a young middle class boy Emil Sinclair has trouble
knowing what is or what should be. Throughout this novel he is constantly seeking validation as well as
mentorship. As Emil struggles a childhood friend begins to mentor him and is said to be his daimon. In
ancient greek daimon is is a person's deity or guiding spirit. In his story Emil's parents are a symbol of
safety and fallback as his friend helps lead him to self realization.
Hesse - Gunnar Decker 2018-11-19
Against Nazi dictatorship,the disillusionment of Weimar, and Christian austerity, Hermann Hesse’s stories
inspired a nonconformist yearning for universal values to supplant fanaticism in all its guises. He reenters
our world through Gunnar Decker’s biography—a champion of spiritual searching in the face of mass
culture and the disenchanted life.
The Hesse-Mann Letters - Hermann Hesse 2016-09
. .. the best of the letters present us with two fundamentally decent, sophisticated men grieving for the
ruined world. In the 1930s and 1940s, they rail against the stupidity of war and the cowardice of diplomats,
against the social savagery of the Nazis,
The View from the Cheap Seats - Neil Gaiman 2016-05-31
An enthralling collection of nonfiction essays on a myriad of topics—from art and artists to dreams, myths,
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and memories—observed in #1 New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman’s probing, amusing, and
distinctive style. An inquisitive observer, thoughtful commentator, and assiduous craftsman, Neil Gaiman
has long been celebrated for the sharp intellect and startling imagination that informs his bestselling
fiction. Now, The View from the Cheap Seats brings together for the first time ever more than sixty pieces
of his outstanding nonfiction. Analytical yet playful, erudite yet accessible, this cornucopia explores a broad
range of interests and topics, including (but not limited to): authors past and present; music; storytelling;
comics; bookshops; travel; fairy tales; America; inspiration; libraries; ghosts; and the title piece, at turns
touching and self-deprecating, which recounts the author’s experiences at the 2010 Academy Awards in
Hollywood. Insightful, incisive, witty, and wise, The View from the Cheap Seats explores the issues and
subjects that matter most to Neil Gaiman—offering a glimpse into the head and heart of one of the most
acclaimed, beloved, and influential artists of our time.
從遙遠星球來的奇聞 - Hermann Hesse 1972
Eight stories about the distillation of wisdom, concerning dream worlds, magical thinking, the subconscious
and the soul.
Siddhartha's Brain - James Kingsland 2016-04-26
A groundbreaking exploration of the “science of enlightenment,” told through the lens of the journey of
Siddhartha (better known as Buddha), by Guardian science editor James Kingsland. In a lush grove on the
banks of the Neranjara in northern India—400 years before the birth of Christ, when the foundations of
western science and philosophy were being laid by the great minds of Ancient Greece—a prince turned
ascetic wanderer sat beneath a fig tree. His name was Siddhartha Gautama, and he was discovering the
astonishing capabilities of the human brain and the secrets of mental wellness and spiritual
“enlightenment,” the foundation of Buddhism. Framed by the historical journey and teachings of the
Buddha, Siddhartha’s Brain shows how meditative and Buddhist practice anticipated the findings of modern
neuroscience. Moving from the evolutionary history of the brain to the disorders and neuroses associated
with our technology-driven world, James Kingsland explains why the ancient practice of mindfulness has
been so beneficial and so important for human beings across time. Far from a New Age fad, the principles
of meditation have deep scientific support and have been proven to be effective in combating many
contemporary psychiatric disorders. Siddhartha posited that “Our life is shaped by our mind; we become
what we think.” As we are increasingly driven to distraction by competing demands, our ability to focus and
control our thoughts has never been more challenged—or more vital. Siddhartha’s Brain offers a cuttingedge, big-picture assessment of meditation and mindfulness: how it works, what it does to our brains, and
why meditative practice has never been more important.
Wandering - Hermann Hesse 1972
Prose, poetry, and drawings capture the author's spirit as he embarks on a new way of life close to nature
The Book of Delights - Ross Gay 2019-02-12
“Ross Gay’s eye lands upon wonder at every turn, bolstering my belief in the countless small miracles that
surround us.” —Tracy K. Smith, Pulitzer Prize winner and U.S. Poet Laureate The winner of the NBCC
Award for Poetry offers up a spirited collection of short lyric essays, written daily over a tumultuous year,
reminding us of the purpose and pleasure of praising, extolling, and celebrating ordinary wonders. Ross
Gay’s The Book of Delights is a genre-defying book of essays—some as short as a paragraph; some as long
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as five pages—that record the small joys that occurred in one year, from birthday to birthday, and that we
often overlook in our busy lives. His is a meditation on delight that takes a clear-eyed view of the
complexities, even the terrors, in his life, including living in America as a black man; the ecological and
psychic violence of our consumer culture; the loss of those he loves. Among Gay’s funny, poetic,
philosophical delights: the way Botan Rice Candy wrappers melt in your mouth, the volunteer crossing
guard with a pronounced tremor whom he imagines as a kind of boat-woman escorting pedestrians across
the River Styx, a friend’s unabashed use of air quotes, pickup basketball games, the silent nod of
acknowledgment between black people. And more than any other subject, Gay celebrates the beauty of the
natural world—his garden, the flowers in the sidewalk, the birds, the bees, the mushrooms, the trees. This
is not a book of how-to or inspiration, though it could be read that way. Fans of Roxane Gay, Maggie
Nelson, and Kiese Laymon will revel in Gay’s voice, and his insights. The Book of Delights is about our
connection to the world, to each other, and the rewards that come from a life closely observed. Gay’s pieces
serve as a powerful and necessary reminder that we can, and should, stake out a space in our lives for
delight.
The Seasons of the Soul - Hermann Hesse 2011-10-11
This never-before-seen collection of poems offers the lyrical insights and spiritual wisdom of the Nobel
Prize-winning author of Siddhartha, Steppenwolf, and The Glass Bead Game—who inspired millions as he
forged cultural bridges between the East and West Vowing at an early age “to be a poet or nothing at all,”
Hermann Hesse rebelled against formal education, focusing on a rigorous program of independent study
that included literature, philosophy, art, and history. One result of these efforts was a series of novels that
became counterculture bibles that remain widely influential today. Another was a body of evocative
spiritual poetry. Published for the first time in English, these vivid, probing short works reflect deeply on
the challenges of life and provide a spiritual solace that transcends specific denominational hymns, prayers,
and rituals. The Seasons of the Soul offers valuable guidance in poetic form for those longing for a more
meaningful life, seeking a sense of homecoming in nature, in each stage of life, and in a renewed
relationship with the divine. Extensive quotations from his prose introduce each theme addressed in the
book: love, imagination, nature, the divine, and the passage of time. A foreword by Andrew Harvey
reintroduces us to a figure about whom some may have believed everything had already been said.
Thoughtful commentary throughout from translator Ludwig Max Fischer helps readers understand the
poems within the context of Hesse’s life.
The Lyrical Novel - Ralph Freeman 2015-12-08
The author, in defining the genre of "lyrical fiction," separates a type of .fiction that can be legitimately
viewed as “poetry” from other narrative types. The lyrical novelist uses fictional devices to find an aesthetic
expression for experience, achieving an effect most frequently seen in dreams, picaresques, and allegories.
Analyzing representative novels by Hermann Hesse, Andre Gide, and Virginia Woolf, Ralph Freedman
focuses on the problem of self-consciousness. His findings are directly applicable to much twentieth-century
fiction. Originally published in 1963. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand
technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is
to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
The Rhythm of Life - Alice Meynell 1905
Treatise on the Steppenwolf - Hermann Hesse 1975
My Belief - Hermann Hesse 1974
The novels of Hermann Hesse: a study in theme and structure - Theodore J. Ziolkowski 1974
Big Love - Scott Stabile 2017-08-21
my-belief-hermann-hesse
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“I look to Scott for wisdom and leadership and he has delivered both with Big Love. This book opened my
heart and mind and I’m forever grateful.” — Glennon Doyle, author of #1 New York Times bestseller Love
Warrior What happens when you fully commit yourself to love? Endless good, insists Scott Stabile, who
found that out by overcoming plenty of bad. His parents were murdered when he was fourteen. Nine years
later, his brother died of a heroin overdose. Soon after that, Scott joined a cult that dominated his life for
thirteen years before he summoned the courage to walk away. In Big Love, his insightful and refreshingly
honest collection of personal essays, Scott relates these profound experiences as well as everyday struggles
and triumphs in ways that are universally applicable, uplifting, and laugh-out-loud funny. Whether silencing
shame, rebounding after failure, or moving forward despite fears, Scott shares hard-won insights that
consistently return readers to love, both of themselves and others.
Klingsor's Last Summer - Hermann Hesse 2013-01-22
This is the first English-language edition of Klingsor's Last Summer, which was originally published in
1920, a year after Demian and two years before Siddhartha. The book has three parts: a story called A
Child's Heart, followed by Klein and Wagner and Klingsor's Last Summer, Hesse's two longest and finest
novellas. These novellas, along with Siddhartha (the three works were republished in 1931 under the title
The Inward Way), are the first fruits of the period that began in the spring of 1919, when Hesse settled in
the Ticino mountain village of Montagnola to start a new life without his wife and children. A Child's Heart,
written in January 1919, in Basel, concerns the transmutation of a boy's innocence into knowledge of good
and evil, and the painful guilt that accompanies this process. Both Klein and Wagner (written in May-June
1919, immediately after the arrival in Montagnola) and Klingsor's Last Summer (written shortly after) are
set in a southern landscape that reflects Hesse's life that summer; both novellas have heroes who are more
or less Hesse's age at the time; and in both the hero's death is preceded by a grand vision of unity in which
the polarities of life are resoluved. Hesse exposes himself mercilessly in Klein and Wagner, a story of
escape, wrenching loose, letting go. But the expressionist painter Klingsor is a more direct self-portrait of
the Hesse of 1919.
Demian - Hermann Hesse 2010
The Fairy Tales of Hermann Hesse - Hermann Hesse 2009-09-30
A collection of twenty-two fairy tales by the Nobel Prize-winning novelist, most translated into English for
the first time, show the influence of German Romanticism, psychoanalysis, and Eastern religion on his
development as an author.
My Belief [Teils., engl.]. - Hermann Hesse 1974
Hours in the Garden and Other Poems - Hermann Hesse 1979
Written during the same period as The Glass Bead Game, these poems reflect the book's mysticism and
help to illuminate Hesse's physical and metaphysical search for a "sublime alchemy" that would go beyond
all images
C.G. Jung and Hermann Hesse - Miguel Serrano 1997
Miguel Serrano, a Chilean diplomat and writer who has travelled widely in India studying Yoga, had a close
friendship with Jung and Hermann Hesse at the end of their lives. This book is the outcome of his meetings
and correspondence with them. Many letters are reproduced, including a document of great importance
written to the author by Jung shortly before his death, explaining his ideas about the nature of the world
and of his work.
Steppenwolf - Hermann Hesse 2015-11-03
"These pocket-sized titles are stunning....They make the perfect stocking stuffers!" - Metro "Bought
together or separately, these fiction titles are ideal stocking stuffers for the literature lover." - USA Today
With its blend of Eastern mysticism and Western culture, Hesse's best-known and most autobiographical
work is one of literature's most poetic evocations of the soul's journey to liberation. Harry Haller is a sad
and lonely figure, a reclusive intellectual for whom life holds no joy. He struggles to reconcile the wild
primeval wolf and the rational man within himself without surrendering to the bourgeois values he
despises. His life changes dramatically when he meets a woman who is his opposite, the carefree and
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elusive Hermine. The tale of the Steppenwolf culminates in the surreal Magic Theater-For Madmen Only!
Originally published in English in 1929, Steppenwolf's wisdom continues to speak to our souls and marks it
as a classic of modern literature. For more than twenty years, Picador has been producing beautifully
packaged literary fiction and nonfiction books from Manhattan's Flatiron Building. Our Twentieth
Anniversary Modern Classics line pairs iconic books - The Virgin Suicides by Jeffrey Eugenides,
Steppenwolf by Herman Hesse, Jesus' Son by Denis Johnson, and Housekeeping by Marilynne Robinson with a design that's both small enough to fit in your pocket and unique enough to stand out on your
bookshelf.
Siddhartha - Hermann Hesse 1951
A young Indian mystic, a contemporary of Buddha, sacrifices everything to search for the true meaning of
life.
Turn Off Your Mind - Gary Lachman 2011
How did a decade that dawned with the Age of Aquarius end in Altamont and the Manson Family
bloodbath? The 1960s were a time of revolution - political, social psychedelic, sexual. But there was another
revolution that many historians forget the rise of a powerful current that permeated pop culture and has
been a central influence on it ever since. It was a magical revolution - a revival of the occult. Previously
rejected and ridiculed beliefs took centre stage, reaching the Beatles and the Rolling Stones, saturating the
the hippies and flower power, hitting the big screen with Rosemary's Baby and the bookshelves with Lord
of the Rings. The Tarot. I Ching, astrology, Kabbala, yogis, witchcraft, UFOs, Aleister Crowley. Yin Yang
and the Tibetan Book of the Dead now became the common currency they are today. But the vibes went
bad, the auras darkened. Did that darker undercurrent win out? Gary Lachman here charts this explosion,
its rise and fall, and its enduring legacy --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.
Poems - Hermann Hesse 2008-03-18
Few American readers seem to be aware that Hermann Hesse, author of the epic novels Steppenwolf and
Siddhartha, among many others, also wrote poetry, the best of which the poet James Wright has translated
and included in this book. This is a special volume—filled with short, direct poems about love, death,
loneliness, the seasons—that is imbued with some of the imagery and feeling of Hesse's novels but that has
a clarity and resonance all its own, a sense of longing for love and for home that is both deceptively simple
and deeply moving.
Siddhartha - Hermann Hesse 2007-04-23
Dragonsinger
The Journey to the East - Hermann Hesse 1956
The hero recalls an unfruitful pilgrimage to the East during his youth and begins to realize its hidden
spiritual meanings
Buddhism Is Not What You Think - Steve Hagen 2009-03-17
Bestselling author and renowned Zen teacher Steve Hagen penetrates the most essential and enduring
questions at the heart of the Buddha's teachings: How can we see the world in each moment, rather than
merely as what we think, hope, or fear it is? How can we base our actions on reality, rather than on the
longing and loathing of our hearts and minds? How can we live lives that are wise, compassionate, and in
tune with reality? And how can we separate the wisdom of Buddhism from the cultural trappings and
misconceptions that have come to be associated with it? Drawing on down-to-earth examples from everyday
life and stories from Buddhist teachers past and present, Hagen tackles these fundamental inquiries with
his trademark lucid, straightforward prose. The newcomer to Buddhism will be inspired by this accessible
and provocative introduction, and those more familiar with Buddhism will welcome this much needed
hands-on guide to understanding what it truly means to be awake. By being challenged to question what we
take for granted, we come to see the world as it truly is. Buddhism Is Not What You Think offers a profound
and clear path to a life of joy and freedom.
The Outsider - Colin Wilson 1978

It is the 60s – yes it is magic, sex, drugs and rock and roll. In The Dedalus Book of the 1960s: Turn Off Your
Mind, Gary Lachman uncovers the Love Generation's roots in occultism and explores the dark side of the
Age of Aquarius. His provocative revision of the 1960s counterculture links Flower Power to mystical
fascism, and follows the magical current that enveloped luminaries like the Beatles, Timothy Leary and the
Rolling Stones, and darker stars like Charles Manson, Anton LaVey, and the Process Church of the Final
Judgment. Acclaimed by satanists and fundamentalist Christians alike, this edition includes a revised text
incorporating new material on the 'suicide cult' surrounding Carlos Castaneda; the hippy serial killer
Charles Sobhraj; the strange case of Ira Einhorn, 'the Unicorn'; the CIA and ESP; the new millennialism and
more. From H.P. Lovecraft to the Hell’s Angels, find out how the Morning of the Magicians became the
Night of the Living Dead.
The Historical Buddha - Hans Wolfgang Schumann 2004
No man has had a greater inflience on the spiritual development of his people than Siddartha Gautama.
Born in India in the sixth century BC into a nation hungry for spiritual experience, he developed a religious
and moral teaching that, to this day, brings comfort and peace to all who practise it. This comprehensive
biography examines the social, religious and political conditions that gave rise to Buddhism as we now
know it.
The Glass Bead Game - Hermann Hesse 2002-12-06
The Glass Bead Game, for which Hesse won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1946, is the author's last and
crowning achievement, the most imaginative and prophetic of all his novels. Setting the story in the distant
postapocalyptic future, Hesse tells of an elite cult of intellectuals who play an elaborate game that uses all
the cultural and scientific knowledge of the Ages. The Glass Bead Game is a fascinating tale of the
complexity of modern life as well as a classic of modern literature. This edition features a Foreword by
Theodore Ziolkowski that places the book in the full context of Hesse's thought.
The Passionate State of Mind - Eric Hoffer 2006-06-01
Eric Hoffer--one of America's most important thinkers and the author of The True Believer--lived for years
as a Depression Era migratory worker. Self-taught, his appetite for knowledge--history, science, mankind-formed the basis of his insight to human nature. The Passionate State of Mind is a collection of timeless
aphorisms taken from his brilliant writings.
Modes of Faith - Theodore Ziolkowski 2011-08-22
In the decades surrounding World War I, religious belief receded in the face of radical new ideas such as
Marxism, modern science, Nietzschean philosophy, and critical theology. Modes of Faith addresses both
this decline of religious belief and the new modes of secular faith that took religion's place in the minds of
many writers and poets. Theodore Ziolkowski here examines the motives for this embrace of the secular,
locating new modes of faith in art, escapist travel, socialism, politicized myth, and utopian visions. James
Joyce, he reveals, turned to art as an escape while Hermann Hesse made a pilgrimage to India in search of
enlightenment. Other writers, such as Roger Martin du Gard and Thomas Mann, sought temporary solace in
communism or myth. And H. G. Wells, Ziolkowski argues, took refuge in utopian dreams projected in
another dimension altogether. Rooted in innovative and careful comparative reading of the work of writers
from France, England, Germany, Italy, and Russia, Modes of Faith is a critical masterpiece by a
distinguished literary scholar that offers an abundance of insight to anyone interested in the human
compulsion to believe in forces that transcend the individual.
If the War Goes On - Hermann Hesse 2013-01-22
One of the most astonishing aspects of Hesse's career is the clear-sightedness and consistency of his
political views, his passionate espousal of pacifism and internationalism from the start of World War I to the
end of his life. The earliest essay in this book was written in September 1914 and was followed by a stream
of letters, essays, and pamphlets that reached its high point with Zarathustra's Return (published
anonymously in 1919, the year that also saw the publication of Demian), in which Hesse exhorted German
youth to shake off the false gods of nationalism and militarism that had led their country into the abyss.
Such views earned him the labels "traitor" and "viper" in Germany, but after World War II he was moved to
reiterate his beliefs in another series of essays and letters. Hesse arranged his anti-war writing for
publication in one volume in 1946; an amplified edition appeared in 1949 and that text has been followed
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for this first English-language edition. In his foreword Hesse describes the heart of the philosophy
expressed here: "In each one of these essays I strive to guide the reader not into the world theater with its
political problemns but into his innermost being, before the judgment seat of his very personal conscience."
This faith in salvation via the Inward Way, so familiar to readers of Hesse's fiction, is persuasively set forth
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as the answer to questions of war and peace.
My Belief - Hermann Hesse 1974
In Sight of Chaos - Hermann Hesse 1923
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